
BIO 
STIMULATION 
SYSTEM
NEUROSTIMULATION. 

Increases blood circulation for warming up  
Improves concentration before movement 
Promotes regeneration after riding 
Positively influences circulatory muscle metabolism 

EURO

2.999,-
Payments by

installments

possible



How does the EQUUSIR BIOS BLANKET work?

Signals that the body understands!
The EQUUSIR BIOS-BLANKET generates electromagnetic signals. 
They build up an induction field in the space near the body, which 
is perceived via neuro-receptors. The brain adapts important vital 
functions by the received signals: Depending on the program, the 
frequencies of the induction field differ and therefore signal the 
required state from „activate“ to „relax“.

The EQUUSIR BIOS-SYSTEM is particularly gentle on the horse and 
highly effective. This complementary method corresponds to the 
valid Anti-Doping and Drug Control Regulations.

Und was sagen Reiter und
Tierärzte zum BIOS-SYSTEM?

„I can sense that Bohemian’s mindset 
is more relaxed, he’s more focused and 
concentrated. When his head is in the right 
place, it’s much easier for him to perform. 
[…] This blanket has really helped me up to
now. Last weekend we achieved over 90% 
for the first time, that was really special.“
Cathrine Laudrup-Dufour with Bohemian
Danish Olympic dressage rider (FEI Dressa-
ge World Ranking No. 3)

„The horses are more willing to perform 
and the results we have achieved with 
them are phenomenal.“
Kathrin Müller 
Professional show jumper

„I‘ve tried many things, but nothing wor-
ked like the EQUUSIR BIOS-BLANKET.“
Mihai Maldes , 
Vice World Champion,
Working Equitation

„The horses regenerate faster, which is 
very important in our sport.“ 
Alexandra Stork, 
Groom Max Kühner Sporthorses

„Use several times a day has a positive 
effect.“ 
Jeannine Zuber, 
Multiples GRAND PRIX winner

„The horses start to chew quickly, to lick 
with the tongue to and my customers 
are super happy.“ 
Wolfgang Schmidberger 
State certified blacksmith
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UNCONSCIOUS CONTROL OF BODILY FUNCTIONS 
VEGETATIVE NERVOUS SYSTEM
The organism must constantly adapt to changing conditions. 
Effective influence is the goal here of the neurostimulation systems. 
Via the sympathetic nervous system, stimulating and performance-
enhancing stimuli are transmitted; via the parasympathetic nervous 
system, contrary, recovery-promoting impulses are.
The vegetative nervous system can therefore ensure the inner 
balance of vital functions: heartbeat, breathing, blood pressure, 
digestion and metabolism.

THE RIGHT ACTIVITY LEVEL AT THE PUSH OF A BUTTON 
RELAX. CALM. REGENERATE. 
VITALIZE. ACTIVATE. CUSTOMIZED.

The CUSTOMIZED program is a special program that is individually 
created for your horse and is determined by the 
EQUUSIR BEST-BOX.

EQUUSIR
BEST�BOX

BODY ENERGY
SOLUTION &
TECHNOLOGY 

The communication in this system is based on electromagnetic 
signals: biocompatible signals are pulsed into the space near 
the body, these signals are absorbed through the skin and 
transmitted to the nerve tracts.


